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Type 01; 9.7 kW
CERAMIC equipment package
on pedestal WAL with wooden handles
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Bullerjan®– Carefully thought-out wood burning stoves built to
the highest standards of workmanship

Enjoy the beauty of an ecologically sound fire. A Bullerjan wood
burning stove enhances your home with the inimitable atmosphere
and warmth of a wood fire. Fire wood is a locally sourced, re -
newable fuel. In a Bullerjan stove wood is burned in an especially
efficient and environmentally sound way.

Freedom of design
Design your Bullerjan stove to suit your own wishes. 
As well as a wide range of different covering materials 
and colours, there are various types of pedestal and
handles to choose from.

Superior function and build quality
Simple, intuitive usability and highest quality German,
ISO-certified workmanship guarantee many years of
 environmentally friendly, safe and enjoyable service from
all Bullerjan stoves.

Comprehensive Bullerjan service
The provision of a professional product advice, installation
and repair service by our expert Bullerjan dealerships and
our in-house customer service team is a fundamental part
of our philosophy.2015:

40 years
Free Flow

(page 20)

B² flex (page 6 onwards) B² flex BOX (page 6 onwards) B² (page 16 onwards)



The Bullerjan B² with its combination of extremely low CO 
and particulate matter values is currently at the forefront of
 environmental sustainability in the sector.

The ChimCat® catalytic converter
We are the first wood burning stove manufacturer to offer
to fit the tried and tested ChimCat® catalytic converter in
all our models (in the Free Flow FF15 models the ChimCat®

is installed as standard). The rugged ChimCat® catalytic
converter safely and sustainably reduces the environmen-
tally damaging emissions of carbon monoxide and hydro-
carbons. Particulate matter is effectively filtered out of the
exhaust gases and burnt off without leaving any residues
due to the very high temperature in the catalyst module.

More effective combustion – not only under 
test conditions
The catalytic converter enables additional reductions of
pollutants to be achieved – and not just under laboratory
conditions with standardized operation and the exact
quantity of wood specified. With the ChimCat® a stove
burns more cleanly under real operating conditions, and
right across its actual performance range, that is to say
when using the minimum or maximum possible quantity
of firewood.

Any further questions?
If you have any further questions about how the ChimCat®

catalytic converter works, please do not hesitate to contact
our customer service department at any time (phone: 
+49 (0) 5136/9775-0, email: info@bullerjan.com), or get 
in touch with your Bullerjan specialist dealer.

Environmental technology – the focus of our research

Bullerjan®stoves can be operated very efficiently, producing very
low levels of pollutants. As well as our continuous improvements 
to the design of the combustion chambers, it is in particular 
the ChimCat®catalytic converter which is responsible for this. 
Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU, the German Federal
Foundation for the Environment) – which has, amongst other
emission reduction technologies, promoted the development 
of the ChimCat®catalytic converters for use in wood burning 
stoves – subsequently called the ChimCat® the “currently most
effective secondary measure for reducing emissions from wood
burning stoves”.
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B² flex Sandstone
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Form follows function
As with every Bullerjan stove, the outward form of the 
B² flex conforms strictly to the technical requirements of
its function. This is what gives it its timelessly fashionable,
simple outline. The compact dimensions of the B² flex
mean that there is space for it even in small rooms. 

With or without a catalytic converter – 
always EAS/DIBt*-compliant 
The B² flex caters for the low energy requirements of
modern buildings while nonetheless offering all the
 advantages of a beautiful, warm, living fire. The B² flex
can be approved for a tested nominal heat output (NHO)
of 5 kW, or if the version with the ChimCat® catalytic
converter is chosen a NHO of 3.6 kW to 6 kW. What’s
more, it can be operated using an external air supply
only (EAS) in accordance with the DIBt requirements.

Outstanding efficiency
Without ChimCat® the B² flex reaches an efficiency factor
of 82.9%, with ChimCat® it even reaches 86.9%.

Workmanship
With its 4 mm thick, bevelled-edge steel body the B² flex
is extremely robust. In addition, the parts which are
especially exposed to the fire are made and subject to
wear are made of heat-resistant steel and can easily be
replaced so they can be renewed for years to come.

The all new B2 flex

Our latest model is the extremely compact B2 flex. The B2 flex
combines outstanding space-heating performance with opti-
mised functionality and operability. Uncomplicated, reliable 
and extremely economical, it only occupies little space and still 
offers a large window onto its beautiful fire. A range of pedestals,
handles and side covers in different materials and colours 
can be individually combined to customise the B2 flex to your
 requirements.

* The B² flex was tested successfully and is registered for the general approval as a burning
 appliance independent of room air (using EAS – external air supply) of the German Centre of
Competence for Construction (DIBt). The B² flex is therefore basically suitable to be operated 
in low energy and modern buildings in combination with controlled venting devices.



B² flex BOX
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The B2 flex adapts to suit your interior design scheme

Various types of pedestals and handles can be freely combined
with side covers made of steel, hand-crafted ceramic material or
soap- and sandstone. So you have a significant influence over what
your B2 flex actually looks like.

Two pedestal versions
The basic model of the B² flex is only 1.10 metres high
and looks unobtrusive and light on its four sturdy steel
legs (page 6). The B² flex BOX version (height 1.25 m)
enables you to store firewood under the combustion
chamber where you can access it easily. In addition, 
the viewing window is 15 cm higher up. If you wish, the
wood storage compartment can be closed off with a
simple steel door.

Free choice of side cover
There is a free choice of side cover for all the pedestal
versions of the B² flex. The available choices include
 convection plates made of steel and hand-finished cera-
mics of various colours and naturally textured* soapstone
and sandstone.

Bullerjan configurator
Please also visit our website (www.bullerjan.com) 
where you can use our configurator to view the currently
available range of pedestals, handles and side-covers
and then combine them as you wish.

* Please note that the veining and colouring of natural stone may vary greatly in intensity, and it
may contain a wide variety of natural spots or “inclusions”. This makes your stove a truly unique
item. However, it is never exactly like what you have seen at our dealership or on our configurator,
and in some cases it may be very different from these samples. The differing, naturally occurring
variations do not constitute grounds for making a complaint.



The Bullerjan B2 flex Ceramic

Sebastian Herkner, the young product designer who has now won
worldwide recognition (as the winner of the EDIDA Design Award
2015 for “Best International Young Designer”*) has added a new,
functional yet very beautiful equipment package for the B2 flex
and the environmentally ground-breaking B2 (page 16 onwards).

B² flex Ceramic
The traditional and completely natural heat storage
 material, ceramic, has been given a contemporary,
 attractive new look to go with the new Bullerjan B² flex.
The wide choice of colours and finishes allows for a very
high degree of individual aesthetic styling.

Hand-made stove tiles from Bavaria
The stove tiles which are hand-made in Bavaria store
heat while the fire is burning, and continue to emit it
once the fire has gone out. The surface of the tiles is
grooved so as to increase the area of the heat-emitting
surface.

Choose your colour 
Bullerjan offers the ceramic in various colours and finishes
that have been specially selected by Sebastian Herkner.
If you wish, and with a little extra lead time, we can also
supply the tiles in the special colour of your choice.

Sebastian Herkner
(Born in 1981) has been awarded several design prizes,
for instance in the up-and-coming designer category 
of the 2011 German Design Award, and in 2015 he won
the EDIDA Award* as best international newcomer.

A selection of our ceramic colours
from left to right:

Matt peach 
Gloss honey 
Matt black
Gloss black 
Matt nymphea 
Light gloss fern

Pictures of other standard colours are on pages 12/13
and in the configurator at www.bullerjan.com

1110 * loaned by: Elle Deco International Design Awards

B² flex BOX 
Ceramic colour: Matt nymphea



with door, ceramic matt black

Ceramic matt black
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The Bullerjan B2 flex: versions

Steel Ceramic gloss greenCeramic matt white Ceramic gloss honey Soapstone

Steel with door, ceramic matt white Ceramic gloss cobalt blueSandstoneCeramic gloss fern bright

B² flex B² flex

B² flex BOX B² flex BOX
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Bullerjan B2 flex: equipment, dimensions and technical data
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418.00

1250.50
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Bullerjan B2 flex
Tested nominal heat output (NHO)
Exhaust gas mass flow rate at NHO
Mean exhaust gas temperature
Delivery pressure
Mean CO2 content
CO content (13 % O2)
CO content (13 % O2)
Dust (13 % O2)
Nox (13% O2)
Efficiency

Unit
kW
g/s
°C
Pa
Vol.-%
Vol.-%
mg/m3

mg/m3

mg/m3

%

with catalytic converter
3.6
4.35
251.1
12
6.97
0.048
597.0
37.6
149.9
84

with catalytic converter
6.0
4.39
300.7
12
10.79
0.030
369.7
38.7
136.0
87

without catalytic converter
5.0
4.83
287.2
12
8.60
0.086
1078.3
39.5
131.6
83

The B² flex conforms to the guidelines of the ordinance on small and mid-sized firing systems BImSchV
 levels I and II, the requirements of Art. 15a for Austria, and the VKF ordinances in Switzerland.

Dimensions
Depth
Width
Height
Weight
Weight with equipment Ceramic
Weight with equipment Sandstone
Weight with equipment Soapstone
Depth of combustion chamber
Exhaust gas nozzle
Air supply nozzle
Height centre exhaust gas nozzle (approx.)
Distance rear wall/centre exhaust gas nozzle
Height centre air supply nozzle (approx.)
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front)

B²flex B²flex BOX

B2 flex
35.5 cm
41.8 cm
110.0 cm
107.0 kg
126.6 kg
128.6 kg
135.0 kg
25.5 cm
Ø 15 cm
Ø 10 cm
100.0 cm
17.3 cm
38 cm
20/20/80 cm

B2 flex BOX
35.5 cm
41.8 cm
125.5 cm
130.0 kg
163.8 kg
166.8 kg
176.4 kg
25.5 cm
Ø 15 cm
Ø 10 cm
113.5 cm
17.3 cm
51.5 cm
20/20/80 cm

B² flex BOX Soapstone



Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU)
The DBU (The German Federal Foundation for the Envi-
ronment) describes the B² as being so clean that it
 outperforms the strict emission requirements of the
 prestigious “Blue Angel” ecolabel, which is set up by 
the German Federal Ministry for the Environment. This
ecolabel is however only awarded for pellet stoves, as
the quality of fuel burned by the user can be controlled.

Versatility of use 
The relatively small dimensions of the base combined
with the small distances that need to be maintained 
from combustible building materials mean that the B² 
is also suitable for use in smaller rooms.

Combustion technology tested by the TÜV Süd
At the heart of the B² is a sophisticated combustion
chamber design with a double grate and multi-stage
combustion air supply. Its tall, slim shape results from 
the top-mounted secondary combustion chamber which
provides enough space for the flames, so that combus-
tion is as complete as possible. Everything is optimized 
to interact with the built-in ChimCat® catalytic converter.
TÜV Süd has tested the combustion values right across
the stove’s performance range and confirmed that they
are consistently excellent.

The B2 from Bullerjan®. Ground-breaking clean combustion

The Bullerjan B2 with its combination of extremely low CO and
particulate matter values is currently at the forefront of environ-
mental sustainability in the sector. Its particulate emissions are 
up to 88% lower than the limits set in Germany since 2015, and 
its CO values are as much as 96% lower. Its efficiency level is 81%.
The B2’s sophisticated combustion chamber design includes a 
top-mounted secondary chamber and multi-stage combustion air
supply. Everything is optimized for combustion with the built-in
ChimCat® catalytic converter.

1716

B² Steel
5.5 – 7.5 kW
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B²
Ceramic/Ceramic+ on steel bench 
Ceramic colour: Matt peach
5.5 – 7.5 kW

The Bullerjan B2 Ceramic

As in the case of the B2 flex (see p. 10), Sebastian Herkner has
 enhanced the environmentally pioneering Bullerjan B2 with 
a new, functional form of cover which is also aesthetically very
 interesting.

18

Dimensions on legs

Depth 49 cm
Width 46 cm
Height 158 cm
Weight 192 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic 237 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic+ 282 kg
Depth of combustion chamber 37 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø 15 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø 10 cm
Height centre exhaust gas nozzle back (approx.) 146.5 cm
Height centre air supply nozzle back (approx.) 36.0 cm
Distance rear wall/centre (top) exhaust gas nozzle 23.7 cm
Distance from combustible materials (sides/back/front 20/20/70 cm

The B² conforms to the guidelines of the ordinance on small and mid-sized firing
 systems (BImSchV) levels I and II, the requirements of Art. 15a for Austria, and the
VKF ordinances in Switzerland.

Bullerjan B2 type 1

Tested nominal heat output (NWL/NHO)      
Exhaust gas mass flow rate at NWL/NHO
Mean exhaust gas temperature
Delivery pressure
CO content (13 % O2)
CO content (13 % O2)
Dust (13 % O2)
Nox (13% O2)
Efficiency

Unit

kW
g/s
°C
Pa

Vol.-%
mg/m3

mg/m3

mg/m3

%

NWL

5.5
6.9
236
13

0.004 
49
19

100
81

NWL

6.5
7.2
251
13

0.005
62
12

105
81

NWL

7.5
7.7
261
13

0.004
45
5

98
81

Hand-crafted ceramics in a wide range of colours
The range of colours is the same as for the B² flex (see 
p. 12/13). For the very latest range, please refer to our
configurator at www.bullerjan.com.

Elegant steel bench
In addition, we offer a sturdy steel bench which has also
been developed by Sebastian Herkner. It serves as an
 alternative stand for the B² and provides a warm comfor-
table seat. If you wish, the bench can be equipped with 
a handy wood storage box. The result is an astoundingly
light-looking, multi-functional piece of furniture which
gives you a great view of the lovely, clean-burning flames
of the B².

The Bullerjan B² with ceramic comes in two versions:

B² Ceramic
ceramic cover (~45 kg)

B² Ceramic+
storage ceramic (~85 kg),
stores heat for up to 5 hrs.



The Bullerjan® Free Flow

The outward functional form of the Free Flow has remained
 unchanged for forty years now. It hasn’t needed to be changed
 because it simply cannot be improved upon as a design for a 
pure hot air stove. By contrast, the combustion technology 
inside it has been continuously enhanced. The current model, 
the FF15, contains the second, rugged version of the ChimCat®
catalytic converter. The Free Flow is a highly effective, reliable,
safe and long-lasting heating device. Various performance 
classes (5.7 to 14.7 kW) enable it to be used in small, but also 
in very large rooms. 

Type 02; 14.7 kW
CLASSIC I equipment package 
on pedestal BOCK with wooden handles
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1 FF15 models 00, 01, 02 conform to the current guidelines of the ordinance on small and mid-sized firing systems 
(BImSchV levels I and II) and the 2015 revised version of the fuel regulations for Munich and Regensburg; models 01 
and 02 meet the requirements of Art.15a for Austria, (model 00 is still supplied as FF14 in Austria and meets the 
current requirements) as well as those of the VKF ordinance in Switzerland.

The Free Flow blends into any surroundings, it is equally
at home in the country, in the city, and in your workshop.
One of its distinguishing features is its versatility, both 
in terms of its appearance and its function. By combining
its different heat insulation covers, pedestals and handles
you can put your Free Flow together in the way that’s
ideal for you and the place where it is to be installed.

The current Free Flow 2015 series that is presented here
comfortably outperforms all the current emission limits
and those that are required in Europe as from 20151.



Type 00; 5.7 kW
GLASS equipment package
on pedestal BOCK with wooden handles

2322
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The history of the Bullerjan® Free Flow

The story begins in 1975 in the winter cold of Vermont with the
inventor, Eric Darnell. He couldn’t make his makeshift accom -
modation warm enough despite having a brand new  wood-fired
stove. At the time Darnell was partly earning his living by retro -
fitting specially bent steel tubes into open fire places so that that
their heating performance was  noticeably increased – without
using an electric blower. For this, he made use of the fact that 
hot air rises (convection effect). The knowledge that he gained
doing this and an analysis of the weaknesses of his radiant stove
gave rise to the idea of the Free Flow hot air stove.

Within a week the idea had been turned into the first
prototype. The heating power was staggering. The 
Free Flow made every part of Darnell’s draughty home
equally warm. Today he is still heating his entire house 
in Vermont with a first-generation Free Flow.

On a business trip in the early 1980s Erhard Knöfler 
– an entrepreneur with experience of the heating busi-
ness – discovered the Free Flow in a Canadian loggers’
bar. At that time, the Free Flow was manufactured in
 Canada. Erhard Knöfler met Eric Darnell and a short 
time later he first acquired the European distribution
rights, followed later by the patent for the stove too.

Erhard Knöfler founded the sales company Energetec
and gave the Bullerjan® name to the Free Flow stove.

Since then, the Bullerjan Free Flow has proven itself
many thousands of times over. In Europe, the Bullerjan
name became famous due to its quality and unique
 heating performance. There were no large advertising
budgets – the good reputation of the Bullerjan® brand
arose predominantly through recommendations of 
satisfied Free Flow users and due to the passionate
 dedication of the first Bullerjan dealers.

Since being passed on to the next generation in 2012,
the company now trades under the name of Bullerjan
GmbH. The company’s goal is to keep alive the creativity
and pioneering product approach of Eric Darnell as well
as the principled entrepreneurial spirit of Erhard Knöfler. 

1977: Eric Darnell and his first production partners, 
Bob and Sherm Wilson

Type 00; 5.7 kW
CLASSIC II equipment package 
on pedestal BOCK with wooden handles



The current Free Flow FF15 series combines the stove’s proven
qualities with cutting-edge environmental technology

Having originally been conceived as a stand-alone wood-fired
 heating system and also often (successfully) used as a single heat
source, one of the key attributes of the Free Flow hot air stove
has always been the quick and even heating of rooms. With the
help of the ChimCat®catalyst fitted in the combustion chamber
and what is now a three-stage combustion air supply, the FF15
now burns more cleanly and efficiently than ever. Its efficiency 
has been significantly increased, to as much as 82%, which leads 
to lower wood consumption for the same heat output.

What’s more, the FF15 again burns directly in the ash bed without
an ash grate – just like Eric Darnell’s first Free Flow. The ashes
 insulate the embers, which keep the stove warm even long after
the fire has gone out.

Unique heating properties
The Free Flow is a hot air stove in its purest form. The
 indoor air is heated in the convection tubes without
 direct contact with the fire, and it rises up (convection
 effect) and carries the heat straight into the room.
 Cooler air is drawn into the tubes from below and is
 likewise heated. The resulting, unnoticeable air circu -
lation distributes the heat directly, quickly and evenly
into the rooms and areas that are to be heated. 

Due to these qualities the Free Flow is often used in
rooms with a complex floor layout, or in rooms which 
are only occasionally heated, such as event venues or
conservatories.

The Free Flow as an auxiliary wood-fired heating system
Since many oil, gas or electric heating systems need a
long warm-up time, the Free Flow is especially effective 
in the transition periods before and after the actual ”heat -
ing season“. It saves switching on the central heating –
which people don't like to do because it is slow and
 expensive. In winter it means that the central heating 
has to be used much less.

26 27

Type 00; 5.7 kW
GLASS equipment package
on pedestal CARRÉ
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Type 00, Classic II
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 55 cm
Overall height 120 cm
Overall weight 98 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 98.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 73.0 cm

Type 00, Classic I
Pedestal WAL

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 66 cm
Overall height 100 cm
Overall weight 114 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 78.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 53.0 cm

Type 00, Ceramic (white)
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 55 cm
Overall height 120 cm
Overall weight 150 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 98.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 73.0 cm

Type 00, Ceramic (black)
Pedestal WAL

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 66 cm
Overall height 100 cm
Overall weight 166 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 78.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 53.0 cm

Type 00, Glass
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 55 cm
Overall height 120 cm
Overall weight 98 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 98.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 73.0 cm

Type 00, Flame
Pedestal CARRÉ

Stove depth 63 cm
Overall width 52 cm
Overall height 106 cm
Overall weight 100 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 84.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 59.0 cm

Type 00, Classic I

Tested nominal heat output 
(NWL/NHO)      5.7 kW
Depth 63 cm
Width 52 cm
Height 64 cm
Weight 77 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic 129 kg
Depth of combustion chamber 40 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø12 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø10 cm
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) 42.5 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzle back (approx.) 17.0 cm
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front) 25/30/60 cm
Exhaust gas mass flow rate 
at NWL/NHO 5.14 g/s
Delivery pressure 13 Pa
Mean exhaust gas temperature 334°C
CO content (13% O2) 0.099 Vol.-%
CO content (13% O2) 1235.5 mg/m3

Dust (13% O2) 35.1 mg/m3

Nox (13% O2) 136.0 mg/m3

Efficiency 82%

Type 01, Classic I

Tested nominal heat output 
(NWL/NHO)      9.7 kW
Depth 73 cm
Width 60 cm
Height 67 cm
Weight 102 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic 174 kg
Depth of combustion chamber 50 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø15 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø10 cm
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) 43.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzle back (approx.) 14.0 cm
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front) 35/35/60 cm
Exhaust gas mass flow rate 
at NWL/NHO 6.63 g/s
Delivery pressure 13 Pa
Mean exhaust gas temperature 393°C
CO content (13% O2) 0.059 Vol.-%
CO content (13% O2) 738.0 mg/m3

Dust (13% O2) 37.7 mg/m3

Nox (13% O2) 135.1 mg/m3

Efficiency 81%

Type 02, Classic I

Tested nominal heat output 
(NWL/NHO)      14.7 kW
Depth 85 cm
Width 65 cm
Height 80 cm
Weight 129 kg
Weight with equipment Ceramic –
Depth of combustion chamber 60 cm
Exhaust gas nozzle Ø18 cm
Air supply nozzle Ø10 cm
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzle (approx.) 53.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzle back (approx.) 17.0 cm
Distance from combustible materials
(sides/back/front) 39/35/60 cm
Exhaust gas mass flow rate 
at NWL/NHO 10.56 g/s
Delivery pressure 13 Pa
Mean exhaust gas temperature 376°C
CO content (13% O2) 0.060 Vol.-%
CO content(13% O2) 745.1 mg/m3

Dust (13% O2) 33.1 mg/m3

Nox (13% O2) 126.3 mg/m3

Efficiency 82%

Product overview – technical data
Free Flow FF15

Detailed information and advice on selecting the right Free Flow for your room layout can be obtained
from your authorised specialist Bullerjan dealer.

Which Free Flow provides the right level of heating for your room layout?
The nominal heat output of stoves – which is dependent on the amount of wood used – is generally stated in kW (kilowatts). 
It represents an arithmetical mean value, the ”average heat output“ per unit of fuel burned. As an aid when choosing a wood
burning stove, 1 kW of nominal heat output is the guide value for rooms of approximately 8 –15 m2 in size. This may vary de -
pending upon the installation site, the geographic position of your building, the properties of the room, and the type of chimney.

As well as the volume of the room(s) which you wish to heat, the level of insulation in them (floor, walls, windows, roof) is crucial
when calculating the required output. Please consult your Bullerjan specialist dealer and your chimney sweep regarding the
 permissible and necessary heating capacity for your specific room layout and conditions.

Free Flow FF15 Type 00 – 5.7 kW

Here we present a small selection of the possible equipment options: heat insulation covers, pedestals and
handle variants can be combined as desired. Please visit our website where you can use our configurator 
to put your Free Flow together exactly as you wish.

Room heating capacity (approx.) 
with 2.5 m ceiling height

Type 00
Type 01
Type 02

capacity
in kW

5.7
8 –10
12 –15

degree of insulation
very good

up to ca. 86 m2

up to ca. 150 m2

up to ca. 225 m2

degree of insulation
good

bis ca. 66 m2

bis ca. 115 m2

bis ca. 173 m2

degree of insulation
not good

up to ca. 46 m2

up to ca. 80 m2

up to ca. 120 m2
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Type 01, Classic I
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 73 cm
Overall width 60 cm
Overall height 122 cm
Overall weight 125 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 98.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 69.0 cm

Type 01, Stainless steel
Pedestal RONDO

Stove depth 73 cm
Overall width 60 cm
Overall height 92 cm
Overall weight 114 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 63.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 40.2 cm

Type 01, Ceramic (black)
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 73 cm
Overall width 66 cm
Overall height 122 cm
Overall weight 197 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 98.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 69.0 cm

Type 01, Ceramic (white)
Pedestal WAL

Stove depth 73 cm
Overall width 69 cm
Overall height 103 cm
Overall weight 211 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 79.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 50.0 cm

Type 01, Glass
Pedestal WAL

Stove depth 73 cm
Overall width 66 cm
Overall height 103 cm
Overall weight 139 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 79.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 50.0 cm

Type 01, Classic II
Pedestal CARRÉ

Stove depth 73 cm
Overall width 60 cm
Overall height 109 cm
Overall weight 125 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 85.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 56.0 cm

Free Flow FF15 Type 01 – 9.7 kW

Here we present a small selection of the possible equipment options: heat insulation covers, pedestals and
handle variants can be combined as desired. Please visit our website where you can use our configurator to
put your Free Flow together exactly as you wish.

Type 02, Classic I
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 85 cm
Overall width 70 cm
Overall height 134 cm
Overall weight 158 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 107.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 71.0 cm

Type 02, Classic II
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 85 cm
Overall width 70 cm
Overall height 134 cm
Overall weight 158 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 107.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 71.0 cm

Type 02, Stainless steel
Pedestal BOCK

Stove depth 85 cm
Overall width 70 cm
Overall height 134 cm
Overall weight 158 kg
Height centre 
exhaust gas nozzles (approx.) 107.0 cm
Height centre 
air supply nozzles (approx.) 71.0 cm

Free Flow FF15 Type 02 – 14.7 kW

Here we present a small selection of the possible equipment options: heat insulation covers, pedestals and
handle variants can be combined as desired. Please visit our website where you can use our configurator to
put your Free Flow together exactly as you wish.

Slight colour differences are possible for all photographs of stoves. We reserve the right to make changes.

Art Direction: Antonia Henschel, Sign Kommunikation GmbH, www.sign.de
Interior Photography: Ingmar Kurth, www.ingmarkurth.com
Cover Photography: Max Ratjen
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Product registration/extended warranty

Please register your Bullerjan®stove online at 
www.bullerjan.com/productregistration. 

This will help us to fight product piracy.
In return we will extend the warranty on the body 
of your Bullerjan®stove beyond the statutory period 
to a total of 5 years.
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